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Abstract

When a boat moves in water, it creates a sound with unique features

which makes it possible to identify different boat types or even a spe-

cific boat. The ability to identify boats is important in the military sec-

tor for surveillance purposes.

This thesis describes how different audio processing methods and ma-

chine learning approaches are implemented, tested and evaluated in

order to create a prototype that identifies boats. A total of 87 boat

sounds were used and processed in seven different ways. The machine

learning approachesDenseNeuralNetwork, ConvolutionalNeuralNet-

work and Recurrent Neural Network were implemented and trained

with the processed audio files in order to identify different boat types.

Different combinations of audio processingmethods andmachine learn-

ing approaches ability to classify different boat types, were tested with

a stratified Kfold test.

The result is a prototype with an audio processing method that divides

an audio file to equally large segments. Each segment is converted to

a logarithmic mel-scaled spectrogram and a delta feature is calculated

and added as an extra dimension for each segment. A Convolutional

Neural Network is trained with processed audio files and manages to

distinguish different boat types with an accuracy of 75%.
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Abstract

En båt kan identifieras genom att analysera ljudet den skapar när den

rör sig i vatten. Förmågan att identifiera båtar är viktig ur övervakn-

ingssynpunkt i den militära sektorn. Den här rapporten beskriver hur

olika metoder inom ljudanalys och maskininlärning har implementer-

ats, testats och utvärderats för att skapa en prototyp som kan identi-

fiera olika båtar. Totalt 87 olika båtljud användes och behandlades på

sju olika sätt.

Inom området maskininlärning användes teknikerna ”Dense Neural

Network”, ”ConvolutionalNeuralNetwork” och ”RecurrentNeuralNet-

work” som tränades för att identifiera olika båttyper. Olika kombina-

tioner av metoder inom ljudbehandling och maskininlärning testades

med ett ”stratifiedKfold” test för att utvärdera förmågan att klassificera

olika båttyper.

Resultatet blev en prototyp med en ljudbehandlingsmetod som delar

upp en ljudfil i segment av samma storlek. Varje segment konverteras

till ett ”logaritmiskt mel-scaled spectrogram” och en extra dimension

med ett deltavärde adderas. Ett ” Convolutional Neural Network” trä-

nas med de behandlade ljudfilerna och lyckas urskilja olika båtklasser

med 75% sannolikhet.
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1 Introduction

The number of boats at sea is steadily increasing [1][2]. The ability

to identify which types of ships, boats or waterborne vessels that are

moving in certain areas can be important, especially in military iden-

tification where nation and type are concerned. Some ways to identify

a boat are visual determination, advanced equipment like radar[3] or

techniques within sound recognition.

Sound recognition[4] is a field that uses different technologies andmeth-

ods to identify and recognize audio. Two examples of sound recogni-

tion in general, not connected to boats, are Siri [5], the voice assistant

found on Apple devices, and Shazam [6], a program that can identify

songs. This thesis, however, focuses on other types of sounds, namely

sounds generated by boats. In this work, a prototype that can dis-

tinguish different boat types based on the sound they produce is cre-

ated.

1.1 Background

When a boat moves in the water, a sound called ship-radiated noise is

produced[7]. Each boat type creates a sound with unique features that

mainly depends on which engine and propeller the boat uses [8]. By

the sounds unique characteristics, it is possible to identify a specific

boat class or even a specific boat[7].

Identification of boats is primary conducted in the military sector and

is traditionally performed by personnel educated in sonar systems[9].

Creating a system that identifies boats without being maneuvered by a

person can have advantages, such as reduced workload and the possi-

bility to remotely monitor a large area. A technique that is often men-
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tioned together with autonomous systems, that is not maneuvered by

humans, is machine learning.

Machine learning is amethod of data analysis that automates analytical

model building, based on the idea that systems can learn from data,

identify patterns andmakedecisionswithminimal human intervention

[10]. The technique ofmachine learning is well suited for an automated

system that identifies boats based on their ship-radiated noise.

1.2 Problem

The idea of using machine learning to recognize boat sounds are in-

teresting, though there are some drawbacks that needs to be consid-

ered. There exists a limited amount of recorded boat sounds that are

available for public use and to collect new data is a demanding task[11].

When the data is collected, an important step is to distinguish the boat

sounds from other noises [12]. Finally there is a need to decide what

method of classification to use.

The research question in this thesis is:

What must a prototype include to support classifying different boat

types based on their produced sound?

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate howmachine learning can

be implemented in a prototype which identifies different boat types.

The prototype should be able to receive an unknown boat engine sound

and identify which boat class the sound belongs to.
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1.4 Goal

The aim of this project is to develop and implement a machine learn-

ing model, which classifies different boat types. The system uses audio

files that is collected with commercially available hardware and analy-

sis equipment.

1.5 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability

This thesis investigates areas that are primarily interesting for the de-

fence, security and surveillance industry. When developing products

that can be used by actors in the defence and security industry, there is

always a risk that the technology is used for a purpose that is ethically

debatable.

The results and conclusions presented in this thesis could be imple-

mented in autonomous systems used in wars and affect the life sit-

uation of civilians. The possibility of being able to identify different

boats with a high probability can also contribute to less civilians be-

ing affected in armed conflicts, as the risk of an incorrect decision de-

creases.

The prototype described in this thesis includes techniques that may be

of interest to the security industry, for example, the technology can

be used to identify unauthorized boats trying to enter a private har-

bour. There are already ongoing surveillance projects that includes au-

dio recordings, for example a project in the district Järva[13] in Stock-

holm where microphones will be installed. The microphones in Stock-

holm should only respond to sounds such as gunshots and explosions

but will not record people’s private conversations. The sounds that this

thesis focuses on comes from boats, but there is a risk that the audio

files that the prototype uses includes background noises like private
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conversations. If someone chooses to listen to the recordings for a pur-

pose other than identifying boats, it could be offending to a person’s

integrity. A system that can tell where a specific boat has been on a

specific occasion, can be seen as monitoring.

The prototypes described in this thesis can also increase traffic safety

at sea. One example is helping large vessels to keep track of smaller

boats while docking or discover other boats not visible at night.

When developing a prototype, it is important to have sustainable as-

pects in mind. Sustainability is often divided into three different cat-

egories: social, economic and environmental sustainability [14]. The

research presented in this thesis will improve sustainable development

in the following ways:

Social

The prototype includes techniques within Artificial Intelligence (AI)

that are intended to automate tasks that are currently performed by

humans. With new technology, there is always the risk that it will re-

place someone’swork and income, but new technology also creates new

professions. According to the analysis company Gartner [15], AI will

create more jobs than it removes in 2020 [16].An artificial intelligent

system does not necessarily have to replace a job opportunity, it can

also be used as a tool to make better and safer decisions in important

situations.

Every year, boats and boat engines are stolen for a value of approx-

imately SEK 300 million [17]. An automated system that identifies

unauthorized boats in private ports can contribute to increased safety

among boat owners.

Economic

This project can help to automate sea monitoring systems and reduce

the workload for the people who work with it. An effect of that could be
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reduced labour cost or more time for other chores. Another economic

effect could be that the system is used for crime prevention purposes

and prevents crimes that occur around boats.

Environmental

Machine learning often requires large amounts of data that must be

stored somewhere. The data is often stored in large data centres that

consume huge amounts of energy. Direct electricity used in data cen-

tres represented about 1%of totalworld electricity consumption in 2005

[18]. The data centers can have a negative impact on the environment,

depending on how the electricity to the data centers is produced.

The prototype described in this thesis is dependent of audio recorded

with hardware that affects the environment throughout its life cycle,

by how it is produced, how it consumes energy during use and how the

electronic waste is handled.

1.6 Methodology

Research methods are often divided into two categories, Quantitative

and Qualitative [19]. Quantitative methods are mainly used with num-

ber based and statistical research or surveys. This field gives an ob-

jective result but goes less in depth. Qualitative methods are based on

interviews, experiences, reviews of documents and are text based. In

contrast to quantitative research, this gives a more in-depth view of a

subject.

This thesis applies a Qualitative research method in order to create a

prototype that can classify different boat types based on their produced

sound. To create a prototype, information about machine learning and

audio processingwas collected through a literature studywhich reviews

books, articles and any other sources relevant to a particular issue. The
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literature study should provide a description, summary, and critical

evaluation of otherworks related to the research problembeing investi-

gated. The literature study should also provide an overview of sources

that has been found while researching a particular topic and demon-

strate to the readers of a paper, how the research fits within a larger

field of study [20].

In addition to a Qualitative research method, an Abductive research

approach[21] is applied in this thesis. The abductive approach starts

with an incomplete set of data or observations and uses prerequisites

to explain possible conclusions [21].

1.7 Stakeholders

Knowit[22] is a consultant companywith around 2200 employees both

in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Germany. This Bachelor thesis is

conducted at Knowit Defence Technology, which is a affiliated com-

pany to Knowit. With 15 employees with defence and engineer back-

ground, they are specialised in systems for the army, navy and air force.

Their primary knowledge is in the Swedish military, but they also have

knowledge in foreign and civilian platforms. Knowit Defence Technol-

ogy offer knowledge in requirements setting, development or integra-

tion of management systems and expertise within sensor technology

[23].

1.8 Delimitations

The primary focus in this thesis will be on audio processing and tech-

niqueswithin deep learning, which is a subset ofmachine learning.
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1.9 Outline

The rest of this report is structured as follows, chapter 2 contains a the-

oretical background to the content in this thesis. Chapter 2 will also

mention related work in sound recognition and a description of the

programming environment used during the development of the pro-

totype. Chapter 3 contains the methodologies and methods that has

been used, such as research process and research methods. Chapther

4 contains a detailed description of the development process and how it

has been applied. Chapter 5 describes the work with audio processing

and machine learning methods that have been implemented. Chapter

6 shows the results of testing the combinations of methods from chap-

ter 5. Chapter 7 and 8 contains discussion, evaluation, conclusions and

future work.
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2 Audio processing andmachine learning

This chapter covers the theoretical background of this thesis. The chap-

ter will describe audio processing, underwater acoustics and boat au-

dio. An introduction to machine learning and a explanation of deep

learning is also given. The chapter will also mention related work in

sound recognition, as well as a description of the programming envi-

ronment used during the development of the prototype.

2.1 Audio signal processing

Signal processing ”concerns the analysis, synthesis, and modification

of signals, which are broadly defined as functions conveying informa-

tion about the behavior or attributes of some phenomenon”[24]. Au-

dio signal processing ”is a subfield of signal processing that is con-

cerned with the electronic manipulation of audio signals”[25]. In or-

der to record audio under water, a hydrophone[26] is commonly used.

One way to present audio is to use a Spectrogram[27], which can be

generated by Fourier transform[28]. A Spectrogram is an image dis-

playing frequencies and their intensity over time. However, the tech-

nique of complete Fourier Transform is computationally demanding.

An alternative technique to Fourier Transform is short-time Fourier

transform (STFT)[27]. The Short-time Fourier transformation is simi-

lar to Fourier Transform but less computionally demanding[29] .

Anothermethod, similiar to the Spectrogram, is aMelspectrogram[30].

A Melspectrogram concentrates on certain frequency domains, with

many filters in the low frequency domain and less in the high frequency

domain [30].

A Logmelspectrogram[31], is a Melspectrogram where the frequencies

intensity is displayed in a decibel scale instead of amplitude values[32].
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Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients(MFCC)[33] is another represen-

tation where an additional spectrum of the Melspectrogram is calcu-

lated, which is commonly used in speech recognition systems [30].

To complement a Spectrogram’s static decibel or amplitude values, a

delta feature [34] ,is sometimes added. The delta feature is an estimate

of the derivative, calculated over a Spectrogram column axis. This is

often done in speech recognition systems, in order to add information

about how the audio is changing. This gives an improvement in these

systems ability to distinguish audio from background music and white

noise [35].

2.2 Underwater acoustics and boat audio

The subject of Underwater acoustics concerns sound propagation in

water [36]. Typical frequencies associated with Underwater acoustics

are from 10Hz to 1MHz. Factors that may affect the propagation of

sound in water are temperature, salinity and the pressure caused by

depth. A qualified hydrophone can detect a large ship with highly emit-

ting noise figure at over 100km distance[37]. However, a small quiet

ship can be detected at a range of a few hundredmeters or not at all, de-

pending on the conditions of the water. Boat sounds can be difficult to

distinguish from natural background noise of the sea [37]. The back-

ground noise can consist of ocean turbulence, wind, rain and distant

ships [36].

When using a Hydrophone to listen to boats, there is often a focus on

frequencies between a few Hz to around 10kHz[27], even though boat

audio is present at other frequencies. According to some sources[38],

the most interesting noise produced by vessel engines are below 1kHz.

The sound produced by boats are amixture from propellers, gears, ma-
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chinery, hull form, speed andmore [27] [39] [40]. In Figure 2.1 a Spec-

trogram of a large container ship is shown[41], where the small intense

lines from left to right aremotor sounds. The broad area across the fre-

quencies could be cavitation[42], which is high noise bubbles formed

by the propellers[43] .

Figure 2.1: Spectrogram of a large boat. Permission has kindly been
given by the authors (McKenna et al., 2013)[41] .

By identifying frequencies from engines and propellers, a fingerprint of

a boat can be created[27]. If the fingerprint already exists in a database,

a boat could be identified by name or class.

2.3 Underwater sound database

The project described in this thesis uses a database that has been pro-

vided by Knowit[23] which contains 87 audio files. The audio files in

Knowit’s database are divided into the classes: boats with an outboard

motor[44], inboard motor[45] and larger vessels like ferries[46]. An

example of a boat from each boat class can be seen in Figure 2.2.

10



(a) Inboard motor

(b) Outboard motor

(c) Larger vessel

Figure 2.2: The three different boat classes that Knowit’s database is
divided into. The pictures are made by the authors.

The recordings in Knowit’s database were made in the lake Mälaren

and Stockholm archipelago. The database consists of a folder with au-

dio files in the format .flac. The file name describes what type of boat

the sound belongs to. Knowit’s recordings were made with a commer-

cial available hydrophone that was connected to a laptop via a sound

card.
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2.4 Machine learning

Techniques inmachine learning are often used when systems interpret

sounds such as speech[47] and music, or when a system distinguishes

different objects in an image[48].

Machine learning can be divided into the categories supervised and un-

supervised learning. Supervised learning algorithms are trained with

labeled data where the output is known [10]. Unsupervised learning

is used when there is no labels attached to the data. A system trained

with unsupervised learning is not told the right answer, the algorithm

explores the data in order to find a structure within it[10].

In the database that is used in this thesis, the data is labeled and it

is appropriate to use supervised learning. However, methods within

unsupervised learning can be used in order divide the audio files into

different classes instead of using predetermined labels.

Supervised learning is divided into the subcategories of classification

and regression. Classification is the task of predicting a discrete class

label and regression is the task of predicting a continuous quantity[49].

Whether an image represents a cat, or a dog is a classification problem

and a regression problem is to predict how a stock’s value is about to

change. The problem in this thesis is to separate different boat types

and is therefore a classification problem.

2.5 Artificial Neural Network

An Artificial Neural Network is a computational model that is inspired

by the way biological neural networks in the brain process information.

Neural Networks is a framework for many different machine learning

algorithms. The simplest neural network consists of one single neuron
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with several inputs and one output.

Figure 2.3: Single neuron model. Figure created by the authors

The neuron in Figure 2.3 is a computational unit that takesX1, X2 and

a bias term (+1) as inputs. The output is Y = f(W1 ∗X1 +W2 ∗X2 + b)

where f is called the activation function. There exists several common

used activation functions such as the Rectified Linear Units (ReLu)

function or Sigmoid and Tanh function that is shown in fig (2.4)[50].

The purpose of the activation function is to introduce non-linearity into

the output of neuron. The weights (W1,W2) are initially a random

value. When the network is trained with data, the weights will be ad-

justed until the output is correct according to the predetermined label

[51].
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Figure 2.4: Sigmoid and tanh activation functions. Figure created by
the authors.

Aneural network consists of several connected neurons, where the out-

put of a neuron is the input to another neuron. An example of a small

neural network is shown in Figure 2.5. The first layer of the network is

called input layer and the last is called output layer. The middle layers

are called hidden layers, because their values are not observed in the

training set [50].

Figure 2.5: Model of a fully connected Neural Network. Figure cre-
ated by the authors

One algorithm that can be used when training a neural network is Back

propagation [51]. The algorithm feeds inputs to the network and com-

14



pare the outputs to the correct values. The error between the output

and the correct value is used to change the weights [51]. The error

is calculated by an optimization algorithm such as Gradient descent,

Adam or AdaMax [52]. At each layer of the network, the error is back-

propagated by using the weights to compute the amount of error as-

signed to each neuron. The error is reduced by modifying the weights

so the activation of the neuron is correct [51].

When a neural network is trained, the dataset can be divided into the

different categories: train, validation and test. Train is the part of the

dataset that the network is training on and adjusts it’s weights to. Val-

idation is the part of the dataset that the network use to evaluate how

well the network performs, after each iteration through the dataset.

One iteration through the dataset is called an epoch. The test part of

the dataset has not been involved during training and is used to test

how well the neural network performs on unseen data.

A mistake that can be done while evaluating a network model, is to use

the same test data as the model were trained on[53]. The model can

then present a high accuracy on data it has already seen, but perform

bad on new unseen data. One evaluation method that is used on small

datasets are k-Fold Cross-Validation[54] . This method is often used in

order to predict how amodel performs on unseen data. The data is first

shuffled and divided into k groups, where k usually is 5 or 10. There are

k different models trained, with k − 1 groups as training data and one

group as test data. The test group is not used during training, it is used

to measure how well a model can classify unseen data.

StratifiedKFold[55] is a version of k-Fold-Cross-Validation, which is

used to preserve the relationship betweendata. Each groupwill contain

approximately the same proportions of labels as in the original dataset
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during traning and testing[56].

Two problems thatmay occur when training a neural network are over-

fitting and underfitting [57]. Overfitting occurswhen amodel performs

well on training data but not on unseen data. The reason for overfit-

ting is that the neural network model is memorizing the data it has

been trained on and is unable to generalize to unseen data. Under-

fitting refers to when the model performs poorly on the training data,

this is because the model is unable to capture the relationship between

the input data and the target values. Figure 2.6 shows examples of un-

derfitting and overfitting.

Figure 2.6: Examples of an underfitted curve and a overfitted curve.
Figure created by authors.

One way to avoid overfitting is to use a technique called dropout[58].

The idea of dropout is to randomly drop neurons, together with their

connections from the neural network during training . This means that

their contribution to the activation of neurons are temporally removed.

Dropout makes the network capable of better generalization and is less

likely to overfit the training data[58].
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2.6 Deep learning

Deep learning is a part of machine learning and is based on artificial

neural networks [59]. Deep learning is often used in systems that in-

terpret speech [47], sound or finds objects in a picture.

Deep learning uses representation learning or feature learning [60].

Representation learning is a set of methods that allows a machine to

be fed with raw data and to automatically discover the representation

needed for classification. Deep-learning methods have multiple lev-

els of representation. This is done by combining non-linear units that

transform the representation at one level, into a representation at a

higher abstract level. In an image, the raw data comes in the form of

an array with pixel data. The learned features in the first layer of rep-

resentation, can represent the presence or absence of edges in the pic-

ture. The second layer can detect certain patterns of edges and a third

layer can assemble patterns into larger combinations. The major topic

within deep learning is that the layers of features are not designed by

humans, they are learned from data using a general-purpose learning

procedure [61].

2.7 Convolutional neural network

A Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) is a deep learning network and

an extension of theNeural networkmodel described in section 2.5 [62].

Convolutional Neural Networks contains five types of layers: input,

convolution, pooling, fully connected and output. Each layer has a spe-

cific purpose, such as connecting or summarizing [63]. Convolutional

Neural Networks are designed to process data that come in the form of

multiple arrays, such as audio spectrograms [61].

A convolutional layer is a way of organizing hidden units, which aim
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to take advantage of the local structure in a multi-dimensional input

data. Instead of being connected to all the inputs coming from the pre-

vious layer, it only processes a small section of the input, for example

2x2 block of pixels in a picture with 240x240 pixels. The weights of a

hidden unit creates a filter which is applied to the whole input space

[64].

Further dimensionality reduction can be achieved through pooling lay-

ers (also called downsampling), which reduces the dimensionality of

each feature map but retains the most important information. The

most frequently used pooling technique is called Max Pooling, shown

in Figure 2.7, that define a spatial neighborhood (for example, a 2*2

window) and takes the largest element from the window [64] .

Figure 2.7: 2x2 maxpooling. Figure created by the author

The fully connected layer is a traditionalmulti-layerwithneurons. Fully

connected means that every neuron in the previous layer is connected

to every neuron in the next layer. The output from the convolutional

and pooling layers represent high-level features of the input image. A

fully connected layer uses these features for classifying the input data

into various classes based on the training dataset [65].

The output layer presents themost likely answer according to themodel.

The answer is presented in the form of a probability and not a guaran-

teed answer. One commonly used classifier function in the output layer

is the softmax model. The softmax model gives the possible classes a

probability that together sum up to 1, so if a CNN should determine if a
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picture contains a cat, dog or a duck. The answer from a softmax func-

tion could be: cat= 0.3, dog = 0.5 and duck = 0.2. The network thinks

that the picture contains a dog with 50% probability.

2.8 Recurrent neural network

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)[66] are often used with sequential

classification or time series problems, such as natural language pro-

cessing, credit fraud detection and stock prediction [66][67]. The dif-

ference between a Recurrent Neural Network and an ordinary Dense

Neural Network, is the ability for a layer to use its own output as new

input[68].

By using the previous output as new input, the Recurrent Neural Net-

work gets the ability to remember events, e.g. words or numbers. How-

ever, a Recurrent Neural Network is good at remembering events in

near timebut has harder to remember events far away[69]. Other prob-

lems with Recurrent Neural Networks are vanishing gradients and ex-

ploding gradients[66].

Vanishing gradients[66] occurs when the backpropagation adjusts the

weights across the layers. During the adjustment process, the weights

in the beginning gets small and do not influence the model as much as

theweights in the end. The vanishing of weights could lead to problems

in remembering early events. Exploding gradients[66] also occurs dur-

ing the backpropagation, but instead of the weights being small in the

beginning, the weights are becoming large instead. Large weights leads

to unstable behaviour when training a network, which makes training

difficult [70].

Vanishing and exploding gradients can be avoided by using the net-

work architecture of Long Short-TermMemory(LSTM) [66]. The Long
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Short-TermMemory is built on the same idea as the Recurrent Neural

Network, but with added memory cells that gives the ability to store

more events [71]. However, in comparison with a ordinary Recurrent

Neural Network, a Long Short-TermMemory is more computationally

demanding[68].

2.9 Programming language and libraries

This section introduces the programming languages and libraries used

for audio analysis and implementation of machine learning applica-

tions.

The two libraries used to implement differentmethods inmachine learn-

ing are TensorFlow[72] and Keras[73]. TensorFlow is one of the most

popular libraries formachine learning, it is a free open-source software

library developed byGoogle, with several functions for developing neu-

ral networks [72]. Keras is a high-level neural network API that is capa-

ble of running on top of TensorFlow[73]. Keras was developed with fo-

cus on enabling fast experimentation, which suits the project described

in this thesis well since several different configurations of neural net-

works is tested and implemented.

Both Keras and TensorFlow is developed in Python[74], which is the

programming language used in this project. Python is a high-level pro-

gramming language created by Guido van Rossum and was released

in 1991 [75]. Python version 3.6 is used because it is compatible with

many of the intended libraries such as TensorFlow.

For audio analysis Librosa[76] , SciPy[77] and OpenCV [78] are used.

Librosa is a Pythonpackage for audio analysis and is used in this project

to enhance certain features and to represent the sound indifferentways,

such as a spectrogram [76]. The Librosa methods that have been used
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is described below:

• librosa.core.load() - takes an audio file path as input and returns

two variables. The first variable is a one dimensional array of float

values that represents the amplitude of the waveform. The sec-

ond variable is an integer value that represents the sample rate of

the audio file.

• librosa.feature.melspectrogram() - requires an one dimensional

array of float values and an integer representing the sample rate

as input and computes a mel-scaled spectrogram [79].

• librosa.core.amplitude_to_db() - converts an amplitude spectro-

gram to dB-scaled spectrogram [32].

• librosa.feature.delta() - Compute delta features: local estimate of

the derivative of the input data [34].

• librosa.feature.mfcc() - calculates and returns an Mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients [80].

• librosa.util.normalize - Normalizes an array [81].

SciPy is a free and open source Python library used for scientific and

technical computing. Scipy has several modules and functions for op-

timization, linear algebra, signal and image processing and fast Fourier

transform. The library is used to process sounds, e.g. to separate out

certain frequencies using the function for Butterworth bandpass fil-

ter[82].

OpenCV[78] is a library originally developed by INTEL. The library

contains programming functions mainly aimed at real-time computer

vision. The project described in this thesis uses the library to change

dimensions of e.g, spectrogram.
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2.10 Related work

This section presents published papers and projects, which is related to

the work in this thesis. The related work is used to gain an understand-

ing of which techniques inmachine learning and audio processing, that

can be used in the prototype that is developed.

TheSwedishDefenceResearchAgencyFOI[83] presented a report about

classification of surface ships, with a minor dataset of 23 ships divided

into two groups, small and big. The research was conducted on the

east coast of Sweden in the Baltic Sea. The data consisted of record-

ings from two different sensors, an electrode system for low frequen-

cies (ELFE) and a hydroacoustic sensor. Instead of combining the data

of the sensors into one model, there were two different statistical clas-

sification models used. The results of the research showed that the hy-

droacoustic model performed slightly better than the electrode model.

The hydroacoustic model classified small ships with 99,0% certainty

and big ships with 94,5% certainty. Combining the two models gave

a minor improvement for big ships and resulted in 98,9% and 96,4%

certainty[83].

Another researchwas conducted in Spain during 2012 and 2013, where

90 recordings of different ships were collected into a database called

ShipsEar[38]. The recordings were made with hydroacoustic sensors

and separated into four vessel size classes. The different classes were

A) fishing boats trawlers, mussel boats, tugboats and dredgers B) mo-

torboats, pilot boats and sailboats C) passenger ferries D) ocean lin-

ers and ro-ro vessels E) background noise recordings. One statistical

model was used in this research, and the results was a general classifi-

cation of 75 %, and recognizing background noise of 100% . The best

predicted result was given by class B with 80 % and class C with 76,4%

. The worst result was presented by class D with only 55,5 % accuracy
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[38].

In the article “Underwater Acoustic Target Recognition Based on Su-

pervised Feature-Separation Algorithm” [7] a recognition method is

proposed, including 4 steps: (1) Pre-processing by extracting high reso-

nance components from ship-radiated noise. (2) Pre-training with un-

supervised feature-extraction. (3) Fine-tuningwith supervised feature-

separation. (4) Recognition, classifiers were trained to recognize the

separated features and complete the recognition mission. The project

described in the article used the ShipsEar dataset in their research and

managed to achieve recognition accuracy of 93.28% when separating

the two boat types small motor boats and ferries [7].

In the course ”Recurrent Neural Networks - Deep Learning basics with

Python, TensorFlow and Keras”[84], a Recurrent Neural Network with

LongShort-TermMemory cellswere used to predict theMNISTdataset

of handwritten digits. The imageswere sent as input to the network and

used with two hidden layers with Long Short-Term Memory cells. Fi-

nally, a dense layer was used together with a dropout before the last

dense layer for classification. Using two LSTM layers increases the

models learning capability [85].

In 2016 awork of classifying different urban soundswithmachine learn-

ing were presented, called ”Urban sound classification” [86] which is

inspired by the work ”Enviromental sound classification with Convolu-

tionalNeural Networks”[87] fromWarsawUniversity of Technology. A

pre-labeled dataset ofmore than8000urban soundswere used. Differ-

ent ways of feature extraction were explained, some with different val-

ues from spectrograms. Also, different machine learning approaches

were described. Some of the code and examples provided in Urban

sound classification, served as a base of the implementations in the

project presented in this thesis.
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In the project ”Urban sound classification” [86] there is a sound pro-

cessing method that takes an audio file represented as an array of am-

plitude values as input and divides it into windows of equal size. The

method separates the array into equally size windows of x = 20480 am-

plitude values. The method does this by letting the first window being

the elements 0 to x in the array, the next window is x/2 to (x+ x/2) in

the array, this continues until it is not possible to extract a window of

size x. After the audio file has been divided into equally sized windows

the method calculates a logmelspectrogram for each window and add

them to an array. The array is then converted to a two-dimensional

array so that a delta value can be added for each window.
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3 Methodologies and Methods

This chapter presents the research processes used in this thesis. The

chapter describes data collection, data analysis, quality assurance and

software development methods. The agile method Scrum is also ex-

plained.

3.1 Research Methods and Approaches

There are two commonly usedmethodswhenperforming research, Quan-

titative and Qualitative research methods. The Quantitative research

method is mainly used in projects that are numerical. The Quantita-

tive method support experiments and testing, by measuring variables

to verify or falsify theories and hypothesis or functionality in a com-

puter system. The Quantitative model requires large data sets to be

able to apply statistics to tests and make the results from a research

project valid [21].

The Qualitative research method is in contrast to the Quantitative re-

search method, text based and non-numerical [21]. The Qualitative

method is based on interviews, experiences, reviews of documents [19]

and uses smaller datasets [21].

When both Quantitative and Qualitative methods are used in the same

research, it is called triangulation. The advantage of triangulation is

that it can ensure the correctness of results by increased credibility and

validity of the results [21].

The project described in this thesis uses Qualitative methods. In order

to create a prototype that can classify different boat types withmachine

learning, information about audio processing and techniques within in

the field of machine learning had to be collected. In order to collect the
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needed information a literature study was conducted.

In addition to a research method, a research approach is applied to

this thesis. Research approaches are used for drawing conclusions and

establishing what is true, and what is false. The most common used

research approaches are inductive, deductive and abductive. The in-

ductive approach draws conclusions from collected data while the de-

ductive approach derives conclusions from known premises. The ab-

ductive approach is a mixture between the inductive and deductive re-

search approaches. The abductive approach derives likely conclusions

from an incomplete set of observations [21].

This thesis uses an abductive research approach, likely conclusions are

drawn based on information collected through a literature study and

test results from performance tests made on different versions of the

prototype.

3.2 Data collection

Data collection[21] is included in both Quantitative and Qualitative re-

search and is used to gather data to answer the question of this the-

sis [88]. Quantitative research requires large datasets and Qualita-

tive research requires smaller datasets [21]. The process of data col-

lection contributes to ”maintaining the integrity of research”[89] but

also to give important information and guidance about the research

topic. Data collection is a time consuming process and a majority of

the research time could be spent during this phase[88]. In this thesis,

a Literature study were conducted in order to collect data.
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3.3 Data Analysis

Data analysis[21] is used to gather important information from the col-

lected data in order to draw conclusions. Processing of data is con-

ductedduring this phase and includes ”inspecting, cleaning, transform-

ing and modelling data”[21]. An important matter is to ensure that

enough data has been collected, in order to be able to answer the re-

search question[90]. Quantitative data analysis includes the methods

of Statistics and Computational Mathematics and Qualitative research

includes Coding, Analytic Induction, Grounded theory, Narrative Anal-

ysis, Hermeneutic and Semiotic[21].

Coding is a general method which aims to analyse, divide and label

qualitative text data[21] [91]. There are no universal rules in how to

implement coding and the subject decides how to apply the method

[91]. Coding gives an overview and provides indexing of large quanti-

ties of data, in order to facilitate the research process. The number of

codes depends on the problem and one recommendation is to not ex-

ceed a thousand[91]. The method of Coding was applied in this thesis

with codes such as ”machine learning”, ”audio processing” and ”boat

audio”.

3.4 Quality Assurance

Quality assurance[21] provides validation and verification to the re-

search. Qualitative research includes the steps: validity, dependabil-

ity, confirmability, transferability and ethics. Ethics is described as the

“moral principles in planning, conducting and reporting results”[21]

and includes ethics concerning participants, privacy and confidential-

ity. Validity implies that the research has been done according to cer-

tain rules and that appropriate tools, processes and data have been
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used [92][21]. Dependability ensures correctness of conclusions with

help of auditing. Confirmability ensures that there is no affection from

personal interests on the results. Transferability is to create descrip-

tions in order to facilitate the futurework of other researchers[21].

3.5 Software development methods

To be able to control and structure a software development process, a

software development method can be applied. One traditional method

usedduring software development is theWaterfallmodel[93]. TheWa-

terfall model is one of the oldest software development methods and

have been widely used in both large and small software projects. The

Waterfall model divides the software development life cycle into five

distinct and linear stages [93]. The five steps are:

1. Requirements

2. Design and Implementation

3. Testing

4. Release

5. Maintenance

In the first step, requirements analysis anddefinition, involves defining

the requirements for the product. The second step, system and soft-

ware design, includes both designing the architecture of the software

and the actual development of the software product. Step 3, Testing, is

the phase where the system integration is tested regarding quality and

functional aspects. In step 3, the decision is made whether a product

is ready for delivery or not. In step 4, Release, the product is brought

into a shippable state. The final step 5, maintenance, includes support

to the customer if a problem with the software occurs as well as neces-
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sary updates. The advantages of the Waterfall model are that it gives

a straightforward and structured process, but the drawbacks is lack of

flexibility and changeability [94].

A more modern approach to software development is agile develop-

ment. The agile methods were originally created to solve the problems

with the Waterfall method. The agile methods are flexible and more

tolerant to projects changing over time. Instead of having separated

steps which has not been started until the previous is finished, as in

the waterfall model, the agile methods handles the steps in small iter-

ations which is repeated during the project. In the agile methods it is

more important to have a working product rather than providing docu-

mentations. However, some steps are mutual with the waterfall model

such as requirements and planning [93]. One of themost popular agile

methods is Scrum [95], which has served as a basis for the development

methods used in this thesis.

3.6 Scrum

Scrum is an agile software development created in the early 90s by Jeff

Sutherland. In addition to the iterative working approach that agile

methods apply, Scrumalso have specific roles assigned to somepersons

in the development team. A key role is the team leader, called Scrum

master, which acts as a coach to the development team. The Scrum

master is also responsible for a daily meeting called Scrum meeting.

The Scrum meeting is typically short, and the key questions asked to

each team member is:

– What did you do since the last team meeting?

– What obstacles are you encountering?

– What do you plan to accomplish by the next team meeting?
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Another important role in addition to the Scrummaster is the product

manager, which is the person or company that owns the product under

development.

Each iteration in Scrum is called a sprint. Each sprint includes five

steps: requirements, analysis, design, evolution and the delivery. How

long a sprint is depending on the project, but the length are usually

no longer than 30 days. Which tasks to perform during a sprint is de-

termined by a backlog. The backlog is a prioritized list of project re-

quirements and tasks that should be implemented. The backlog can be

changed at any time by the product manager, this makes development

flexible [96].
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4 Development process

This chapter describes the development process during this project.

The idea of implementing a prototype that can identify boats using

techniqueswithinmachine learning, comes fromemployees at the com-

pany Knowit Defence Technology. An introductory meeting was held

between employees from Knowit Defence Technology and the authors

of this thesis, where the basic idea of a prototype was explained. There

were no requirements on how the prototype should work, which tech-

niques it should contain or any specific developmentmethod that should

be applied during this project. The authors of this thesis got the free-

dom todecide for themselveswhichmethods and techniques thatwould

be implemented. However, Knowit’s employees offered their help dur-

ing the project and gave some useful tips and guidance.

The software development methods used in this project is a simplified

version of the agile method Scrum. The reason why Scrum was not

fully applied is because the development team only consisted of two

developers, whichmeans that some formalities that comeswith Scrum,

such as Scrum master, would be superfluous. Even though there were

no assigned Scrum master, Scrum meetings were held every morning

where the two developers discussed what they have done, what they

will do during the day and if any additional support is needed. The

prototype was incrementally developed in sprints, where each sprint

consisted of tasks from a backlog, which is a priority list. Each sprint

lasted for 3 to 4 days and consisted of 3 steps:

1. Choose tasks from the backlog

2. Implement

3. Test

A more detailed description of the three steps mentioned above will be
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introduced in the following sections.

4.1 Backlog

This section describes what the backlog contained and decisions re-

garding which tasks would be implemented during a upcoming sprint.

Because there were no predetermined requirements on what the pro-

totype should contain, the backlog initially consisted of one task, the

idea of identifying boats with machine learning. To find suitable tech-

niques in audio processing andmachine learning, a literature studywas

conducted. The techniques that seemed appropriate for the prototype

were added to the backlog. This means that the tasks in the backlog

usually consisted of general information about sound processingmeth-

ods ormachine learning approaches and few details about how the task

should be carried out.

Before each sprint, the tasks in the backlog that seemed most interest-

ing were chosen. The task could either be methods that others have

used in similar projects, new ideas that had appeared during the liter-

ature study or previous sprints added to the backlog.

4.2 Implementation

The implementation step consisted of implementing the tasks chosen

for the sprints. Much time was spent trying to understand the infor-

mation gathered about the tasks, and in many cases additional infor-

mation had to be collected. All implementations were made in the pro-

gramming language Python. Most of the tasks were either to imple-

ment an audio processing method using libraries such as Librosa [76]

andScipy[77] or implementing a deep learningnetworkwith the library
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Keras [73].

In many cases, code implemented in previous sprints was reused or

modified to work with what was implemented in an ongoing sprint.

Examples of reusable code are functions that handle practical things,

such as keeping track of file paths to audio files andwhat label the audio

files have.

4.3 Test

At the end of each sprint, tests were performed on the code created

during the implement step of the sprint. The tests performed, were

different depending on what had been done during the sprint. All tests

were made on different deep learning networks and audio files, which

had been processed in different ways. The tests were carried out by

training various deep learning networks with processed audio files. A

test could either be to measure how well a deep learning network per-

formed with audio files processed with a new audio processing method

or vice versa.
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5 Implementation of sound processing and

machine learning

This chapter describes how several audio processingmethods and tech-

niques within machine learning have been implemented, in order to

find a suitable solution for a prototype. The projects and articles pre-

sented in section 2.9 compose a basis for the code described in this

chapter.

Different programs are implemented with the same purpose, to iden-

tify different boat types. All implementations are programmed in the

programming language Python(version 3.6) and consists of two main

parts, one that processes the audio files and one that consist of a deep

learningmodel. With onlyminor adjustments in the code, it is possible

to combine the different audio processing methods with the different

deep learning models. The audio processing methods that have been

implemented are described in section 5.1 and the deep learning mod-

els in section 5.2. An overview of the various audio processingmethods

andmachine learning models that can be combined can be seen in Fig-

ure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Anoverviewof the different implemented audio processing
methods and machine learning models that can be combined. Figure
created by the authors
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5.1 Audio processing methods

In Knowit’s audio database, the audio files are categorized in three dif-

ferent classes: boats with an outboardmotor, inboardmotor and larger

vessels like ferries. The implementations described in this chapter are

designed to attempt to classify a boat sound into any of the above cat-

egories. The motivation behind the choice of classes is that it is easy

to distinguish the different types visually, and that their sounds differ

due to the different engine and propeller types. In order for the imple-

mentations in Python to be able to understand which class an audio file

belongs to, they have been divided into different folders with the boat

class name.

In all implementations the Python library Librosa is used to load audio

files. Librosa has a function called librosa.core.load, which takes the

file path to the audio file as input and returns two values. The first

value is an one dimensional array of float values that represents the

amplitudes of the audiowaveform. The second value is an integer value

that represents the sample rate of the audio file.

The deep learning models that are implemented depends on the fact

that all the data is trained with, must have the same dimension. An

unprocessed audio file that has been loaded with librosa.core.load con-

sists of a one-dimensional array. The number of elements in that array

depends on how long the sound clip is. All the audio files that have

been used in this project have different lengths, which means that all

unprocessed audio files have different dimensions. The problem with

different dimensions is solved in three different ways called window

slicing, resize and file pruning.

Window slicing is a method that is inspired by Urban Sound Classifi-

cation [97]. The method takes an array created by the librosa function
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librosa.core.load() as input, and divides it into windows of equal size as

described in section 2.9. This means that the audio files gets the same

dimensions, it will also allows the deep learning networks to train on a

larger database, because each audio file has been separated into several

smaller audio clips. Knowit’s database consists of few audio files and

by dividing each audio file to windows, the number of labeled sounds

increases from 87 to 3992.

Another solution to the different dimension problem is resizing, which

ismainly used onMelspectrograms. Byusing thePython libraryOpenCV,

it is possible to resize a matrix representing a spectrogram to a fixed

size.

Another way of resolving the problem of the audio files different di-

mensions is file pruning. The file pruning method takes the length of

the shortest audio file in the list (in this case 4 seconds). The length is

then used to cut the other audio files, by retaining the middle part of

the file with the same length. The sound files will then have the same

dimension and can be used to train the deep learning models.

The rest of this section describes seven implemented audio processing

methods.

Audio processmethod 1: File pruning and normalize raw au-

diofiles

The audio process method 1 calls a function that loads audio files with

librosa.core.load and saves them in a list. In order to get all the audio

files to the same dimension, the method uses file pruning, which takes

the length of the shortest audio file in the list and retains the middle

part of each file with the same length. After the audio files have been

cut to the same length and have the same dimensions, the data is nor-

malized by using the Librosa method librosa.util.normalize [81].
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Audioprocessmethod2: Normalizes andsplit rawaudio files

to windows

The audio processing method 2 is similar to audio process method 1.

This method loads audio files with librosa core.load and saves them in

a list. Each audio file in the list is divided into equally large windows

according to the window slicing technique. Each window is normalized

using the Librosa method librosa.util.normalize [81].

Audio process method 3: Divide audio files into windows,

convert to Logmelspectrogram and add delta feature

The audio processmethod 3 follows one of the designs of ”Urban Sound

Classification” [97] described in section 2.9. First the input folder is

chosen together with subfolders, where the different classes of audio

are located. In order to extract the features and labels from the audio,

the folders are sent as input to themethod called extract_features().

The method extract_features() divides the audio files into windows of

equal size using the window slicing technique. After a file has been

divided into equally sized windows, the method extract_features() cal-

culates a Logmelspectrogram and adds delta values for each window

using the Librosa method librosa.feature.melspectrogram [79] and li-

brosa.feature.delta [34] as described in section 2.9. A visualization of

the entire audio processing method can be seen in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of Audio processing method 3. Figure cre-
ated by the authors.

Figure 5.2 shows how audio processmethod 3 divides an audio file into

equally large windows. Then the method converts each window to a

Logmelspectrogram and adds them to an array. A delta feature is cal-

culated for every window and is added as an extra dimension to the

array containing the Logmelspectrograms. The delta feature is a local

estimate of the derivative for the window.

Audio processmethod4: Divide audio intowindows, convert

into a Logmelspectrogram

The Audio process method 4 is very similar to method 3, with one ex-

ception. The implementation does not add delta values, but uses the

function that divides the audio files into windows of equal size and cal-

culates a Logmelspectrogram.

Audio process method 5: Melspectrogram resize

The audio process method 5 uses a method that calculates a Melspec-

togramusing librosa.feature.melspectrogram() [98] over the entire au-

dio file and resizes it.

One example of how the resize method works in this audio processing
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method, is that the array of a Melspectrogram could have the shape

(128, 412) with frequency values. The Melspectrograms are then re-

sized with OpenCV resize() [99] up or down to a specific size. In this

implementation the size of (128,900) has been chosen as many train-

ing audio files are near this size. The resizing procedure is described in

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: The resize procedure of a Melspectrogram with original
array size of (128,412), is stretched out to size (128, 900)withOpenCV.
Figure created by the authors

Audio process method 6: Logmelspectrogram and frequen-

cies between 0 - 1000 Hz

According to the article “ShipsEar: Anunderwater vessel noise database”

[38] , the most interesting noise produced by boat engines are below 1

kHz. Audio processingmethod 6 removes frequencies over 1000Hz by

using a bandpass Butterworth filter.

The method uses a fifth order Butterworth Bandpass filter function,

that the Python library SciPy provides [100]. The filters lower limit is

set to 10 Hz and the upper limit is set to 1000 Hz, so that frequencies

below 10 Hz and above 1000 Hz are removed. The effects of the func-

tion can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Using Butterworth bandpass filter to remove frequencies
over 1000Hz

After filtering out frequencies above 1000Hz, the samemethods as de-

scribed in audio processing method 3 is used.

Audio process method 7: Divides audio into windows, add

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and delta features

TheAudio processmethod 7uses librosa.core.load to get a one-dimensional

array representing an audio file. The array is divided to equally sized

windowsusing thewindow slicingmethod. Eachwindow is represented

as a Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients which is a common technique

when processing speech. Audio processmethod 7 adds an extra dimen-

sion with a delta feature to each window, as described in audio process

method 3.

5.2 Machine learning models

Machine learning is a large area and the project described in this thesis

has chosen to focus onmodels within deep learning, which is a category
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in machine learning. The types of deep learning networks that have

been implemented and tested in this thesis are: Dense Neural Network

(DNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN). All deep learningmodelswere createdwith the Python

library Keras.

The different models implemented in this project has been inspired

by deep learning models that have been created by others in similar

projects. To achievemaximumresults fromeach audio processingmethod

described in section 5.1, each deep learning network should have been

tested and calibrated specifically for each audio processing method.

Because of limited time, the deep learning models that have been im-

plementedhave only beenoptimized for one audio processingmethod.

The audio processingmethods used, sources of inspiration and how the

three deep learning models Dense Neural Network, Recurrent Neural

Network and Convolutional Neural Network are implemented is de-

scribed below.

Convolutional Neural Network

During the development of aConvolutionalNeuralNetworkmodel, five

different models were tested and evaluated before a final configuration

was selected. The five models are inspired by a CNN model that is de-

scribed in the article “Deep Convolutional Neural Networks and Data

Augmentation for Environmental Sound Classification” [101]. The five

CNN models tested are trained with audio files that is processed ac-

cording to the audio processingmethod 3 described in section 5.1.

The process for evaluating which of the 5 models that performs best is

described below:

1. All audio files inKnowit’s boat sounddatabasewere processedus-

ing the sound processing method 3 described in section 5.1. This
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means that they are first divided into equally large windows, then

each window is converted to a log spectogram and a delta value is

added.

2. After the audio files have been processed with audio processing

method 3, a K-folding test were applied to each model.

3. The model with the configuration that received the highest result

in the k-fold tests is the model used during further tests.

How the five different models are configured and how they performed

during the tests can be seen in appendix B. The model that performed

best during the K-fold tests used the AdaMax optimization algorithm

and consists of 3 convolutional layers followed by 2 dense layers. How

each layer is implemented is described below:

• Layer 1 (input layer) – Convolutional layer with 24 filters with fil-

ter size 3x3 with Rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation func-

tion followed up by (2,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 48 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function followed up by

(2,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 48 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function.

• Layer 4 (hidden layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with ReLU

as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

• Layer 5 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

Dense Neural Network The Dense Neural Network (DNN) model

are trained with audio files that is processed with the audio process
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method 1 described in section 5.1.

The DNN model consists of 4 fully connected layers and each layers

setting is described below

• Layer 1 (input layer) – Dense layer with 512 neurons and ReLU

as activation function.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – Dense layer with 512 units with ReLU as

activation function.

• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Dense layer with 512 units with ReLU as

activation function.

• Layer 4 (hidden layer) – Dense layer with 512 units with ReLU as

activation function.

• Layer 5 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 512 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

Recurrent Neural Network

The Recurrent Neural Network with Long Short-Term Memory, is in-

spired by the ”Recurrent Neural Networks - Deep Learning basics with

Python, TensorFlowandKeras”[84], butwithminormodifications. The

input shape in the implementation is (60,41) and two LSTM layers of

size 128, a Dense layer of size 32 and finally a Output layer with Soft-

max activation function. The tanh activation function is used instead of

ReLU due to better accuracy. The model were trained with audio files

that were processed according to the audio processing method 4 and

with Adam optimizer. The test and training procedure of the model

was as follows:

1. Knowit’s database were divided in train, validation and test.

2. The model were trained and compared during 150 epochs with
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relu and tanh activation functions.

3. Themodelwith tanh activation functionwhere chosen forK-folding,

further tests and comparison with other networks.

The structure of theRecurrentNeuralNetwork is describedbelow:

• Layer 1 (input layer) – LSTM layer with 128 units and tanh as

activation function and dropout chance of 20%.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – LSTM layer with 128 units with tanh as

activation function and a dropout chance of 10% .

• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Dense layer with 32 units with tanh as

activation function and a dropout chance of 20%.

• Layer 4 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 32 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function.
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6 Tests and Results

This chapter begins by describing which audio processingmethods and

deep learning models that have been tested. This is followed up with a

detailed description of how the tests have been performed, as well as a

discussion and analysis of the results.

Sevendifferent implementationswere tested, each implementation con-

sists of two parts, one that processes audio files and one that consists of

a deep learning network. Convolutonal Neural Networks (CNN) is used

in 5 of out of 7 tests. Themotivation for usingCNN in themajority of the

tests is the promising results that ”Enviromental sound classification

Convolutional Neural Networks”[87] and “Underwater Acoustic Tar-

get Recognition Based on Supervised Feature-Separation Algorithm”

[7] got by using the deep learning method. Dense Neural Network and

Recurrent Neural Network is tested to see how they perform compared

to the implementations using CNN.

Five out of seven tests includes audio processing methods that rep-

resent audio as logmelspectrogram. The reason why the majority of

the tests includes audio processing methods using logmelspectrogram

is that ”Enviromental sound classification Convolutional Neural Net-

works”[87] and ”Urban sound classification” [86] have achievedpromis-

ing results using similar methods. Test 5 is inspired by “Underwater

Acoustic Target Recognition Based on Supervised Feature-Separation

Algorithm” [7] where the audio processing technique MFCC[33] is ap-

plied.

The combinations of audio processing methods and neural networks

that has been tested can be seen in Figure 6.1. A deeper explanation of

each method used can be found in chapter 5.
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Tested combinations of audio processing methods and neural networks

Test Audio Processing

Method

Deep LearningModel

1 1 DNN

2 3 CNN

3 4 CNN

4 6 CNN

5 7 CNN

6 5 CNN

7 4 RNN

Figure 6.1: Table of the tests performed

The database used during the tests consists of 87 audio files divided

into the 3 classes: outboard motor, inboard motor and larger vessels.

The audio files distribution between the 3 classes can be seen in Figure

6.2.

Knowit Audio Data Base

Outboard

Motor

Inboard

Motor

Larger

Vessels

Total

Number

Of Audio

Files

27 34 26 87

Figure 6.2: Table of how the audio files are distributed between the
three classes: outboard motor, inboard motor and larger vessel
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6.1 Test setup

A StratifiedKFold[55] test was conducted on each implementation to

determine how well each implementation performs. The audio files

was divided into 5 equally large groups using the Python librarymethod

StratifiedKFold[55]. Each group contains audio files from the 3 classes:

outboard motor, inboard motor and larger vessels , where the number

of audio files from each class is in proportion to the distribution be-

tween the three classes. Which files from each category that is selected

for each of the 5 groups is randomly determined by the method Strat-

ifiedKFold. To ensure that the audio files were selected in the same

way in all tests, a seed number is used, which is sent as input to the

StratifiedKFold function.

During a test, 4 of the 5 groups are used to train a deep learning net-

work. The fifth group is not used during training, it is used to test how

well the implementation performs on unseen data. The result of a test

is a percentage measure of accuracy on how many of the unseen audio

files in the test group the implementation can predict correct. The au-

dio files in the test group are processed in the same way as the other 4

groups that the deep learning network is trained on. In cases where an

audio processing method divides an audio file into several windows a

method calledmajority vote is applied. Majority votemeans the trained

model makes a prediction on each window of an audio file and sum-

marizes a result. The class that is most common among the result is

the class that the network predicts the sound belongs to. All groups

is served as test data once, this means that the test is repeated 5 times.

The neural network’s weights are restored before each repetition. After

each group has been used as test data a mean value is calculated from

the 5 results.

The test procedure described above was repeated five times with 5 dif-
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ferent seed numbers(Appendix A). The result used for evaluation is an

average of the 5 repetitions.

All tests were conducted on Google Colab[102] Virtual Machines, with

1x Tesla T4 GPU and Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.30GHz and the same

template of test code was used.

6.2 Results

This section presents the results of the tests performed on the imple-

mentations presented in Figure 6.1. The tests are done accordingly to

the description in section 6.1. Four different results are presented in

Figure 6.3, an overall accuracy and the accuracy within each category:

outboard motor, inboard motor and larger vessels.

Test Results

Test Audio

processing

method

Deep

learning

network

Accuracy

in the

categorie:

Outboard

motor

Accuracy

in the

categorie:

Inboard

motor

Accuracy

in the

categorie:

Larger

vessels

Overall ac-

curacy

1 1 DNN 37% 44% 35% 39%

2 3 CNN 57% 86% 80% 75%

3 4 CNN 54% 81% 76% 71%

4 6 CNN 46% 78% 75% 67%

5 7 CNN 50% 78% 78% 69%

6 5 CNN 22% 70% 50% 50%

7 4 RNN 47% 69% 75% 64%

Figure 6.3: Test results from StratifiedKfold test performed on the im-
plementations.
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Accuracy in class Outboard Motor

The diagram in Figure 6.4 shows the results of the model performance

when classifying the category Outboard motor.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0

20

40

60

80

100

Test

A
cc
u
ra
cy

Outboard motor

Figure 6.4: Accuracy in class Outboard Motor

The diagram in Figure 6.4 shows that test 2, the Convolutional Neural

Network with audio processing method 3, achieves best result when

classifying boats with an outboard motors by 57%. Test 3, with Con-

volutional Neural Network and audio processing method 4, performs

almost as well as test 2. Test 6 received the lowest result with 22% ac-

curacy when identifying boats with an outboardmotor. Test 6 includes

audio processingmethod 5, that converts each audio file to logmelspec-

trograms and resizes them to the same dimension.

Accuracy in class Inboard Motor

The diagram in Figure 6.5 shows the results of the model performance

when classifying the group of Inboard motor.
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy in class Inboard Motor

The diagramFigure 6.5 shows that test 2with the Convolutional Neural

Network, with audio processing method 3, achieves best performance

when classifying Inboard motors by 86% accuracy. Only test 1, which

includes audio processing method 1 and a Dense Neural Network, gets

a result below 50% when it comes to identifying boats with inboard

motors.

Accuracy in class Larger vessel

The diagram in Figure 6.6 shows the results of the model performance

when classifying the group of Larger vessels.
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Figure 6.6: Accuracy in class Larger Vessels

The diagram in Figure 6.6 shows that test 2, the Convolutional Neural

Network with audio processing method 3, achieves best performance

when classifying Large vessels by 80%. All tests except test 1 and 6

performbetter or equal than 70%when classifying the group Large ves-

sels.

Results from Overall accuracy tests

The diagram in Figure 6.7 shows the results of the model Overall accu-

racy performance when classifying all groups.
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Figure 6.7: Overall Accuracy

The diagram in Figure 6.7 shows that test 2, the Convolutional Neural

Network with audio processing method 3, achieves best performance

in Overall classification by 75% accuracy. Audio processing method 3

divides each audio file into equally large windows, converts the win-

dows to logmelspectrograms and adds a delta feature. The only test

that gets an overall accuracy below 50% is test 1. Test 1 uses a Dense

Neural Network together with audio processing method 1, which takes

the length of the shortest audio file in the audio database and retains

the middle part of each audio file with the same length.

6.3 Analysis of the results

The research question in this thesis was to answer the question: what

must a prototype include to support classifying different boat types

based on their produced sound? The results of the different test cases

are discussed below.
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Test 2 and 3 with two models of Convolutional Neural Networks and

audio process method 3 and 4, achieves the best Overall accuracy. The

models Overall classification accuracy are 75% against 71%. Both au-

dio processingmethods 3 and 4 divides the audio files into equally large

windows and converts each window to a logmelspectrogram. The only

thing that separates the two methods is that audio processing method

3 adds a delta feature as an extra dimension to each window. The re-

sult shows that adding an extra dimension with a delta value makes a

difference, since the overall accuracy increased by 4%.

Another interesting result is that test 2 has 8% higher overall accuracy

than test 4. There is only one difference between test 2 and 4. Test 4 re-

moves frequencies over 1kHz using a Butterworth bandpass filter [82]

and test 2 retains all frequencies. According to the article “ShipsEar:

An underwater vessel noise database” [38], the most interesting noise

produced by boat engines are below 1 kHz. The results in this thesis in-

dicate that there may be important information about which boat class

a sound belongs to over 1kHz.

6.4 Discussion

Test 2, including a Convolutional Neural Network and audio process-

ingmethod 3, achieves the best result with 75%Overall accuracy. How-

ever, the model does not perform equally well on all groups and does

not outperform the models described in chapter 2.9, Related work.

ShipsEar[38]managed to achieve a general classification of 75%of four

different classes with a statistical model. In the work ”Underwater

Acoustic Target Recognition Based on Supervised Feature-Separation

Algorithm”[7], the authors managed to separate the boat types large

vessels and small vessels with 93,28% accuracy. Also, the Swedish De-

fence Research Agency[83] could distinguish small ships with 99% cer-
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tainty and big ships with 94,5% with a statistical model.

A majority of the tests were performed with a Convolutional Neural

Network, which could be the reason why the best results were obtained

with that method. One possibility is that tests including Recurrent

Neural Networks orDenseNeural Networks can perform aswell or bet-

ter than tests including Convolutional Neural Networks, if more tests

hadbeenperformedwith the two types of deep learningnetworks.

Other factors that could have affected the results are the size and qual-

ity of Knowit’s audio database. A larger database would allow the deep

learning network to train on more data, which could lead to the net-

work becoming better at distinguishing different boat types.

The quality of Knowit’s recordingsmay differ. The recordings aremade

in different locations and circumstances such as weather, depth in the

water and the depth of the hydrophone have been different at each oc-

casion. The classification of the different boat types in the databases,

depends on the fact that a person visually determines which category

a boat belongs to. There is always a risk that an incorrect decision is

made when deciding which category a boat belongs to, especially when

the boundaries between the different classes are not clearly defined.

There is also a risk that the audio files contains different background

noises, such as sounds from other boats.
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7 Conclusions and Future work

This thesis describes different audio processingmethods and techniques

withinmachine learning that canbeused to identify different boat types.

The test results that is presented in this thesis is used to draw conclu-

sions about different audio processing methods and techniques within

machine learning.

7.1 Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to investigate what a prototype should in-

clude, in order to support classifying different boat types based on their

produced sound.

The results show that there is an improvement in classification accu-

racy when evolving from a Dense Neural Network to Recurrent Neu-

ral Network and finally a Convolutional Neural Network. The best re-

sults are achieved when combining a Convolutional Neural Network

together with audio processing method 3,that divides an audio file into

windows, calculates a Logmelspectrogram and adds delta feature to

each window. Therefore, that model are considered as the answer to

the research question. A prototype should include audio processing

method 3 together with Convolutional Neural Network in order to clas-

sify different boat types.

The reason why audio processing method 3 performs well with a CNN

could be that a logmelspectrogam is represented in a similar way as an

image, a matrix with float values. CNN is often used in image recogni-

tion and itmay be the reason for high results when using audio process-

ing methods that represents audio as an logmelspectrogram together

with a CNN. The test results in chapter 6.2 also shows that adding an
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extra dimension with a delta feature gives a higher result compared

to a similar method without it. Adding extra information about how

a sound wave changes, seems to help a neural network to distinguish

different boat types.

When using a small number of training data, together with resize of

a Melspectrogram and Convolutional Neural Network, the results are

significantly low. However, dividing the audio into windows and in-

creasing the number of training data improves the results. The con-

clusion about training data is that a large number could improve the

results.

Finally, the results and conclusions drawn in this thesis is based on

tests performed on 87 recordings of boat motor sounds. The current

number of recordings in each boat class is low and do not represent a

whole class of boats. There is no guarantee that the results and conclu-

sions are the same, if the number of boat recordings increase. Aspects

such as how recordings are made, the environment and if a boat sound

is very different from the other sounds in the same class, can affect the

results.

7.2 Project reflections

The project described in this thesis was conducted over a time period of

ten weeks. The thesis covers twomajor subjects, machine learning and

audio processing. One of the project’s biggest challenges was to plan

how the ten weeks should be distributed between collecting informa-

tion, implementing methods and writing this thesis. As always when

a project summarized, there are things that could have been done in a

more efficient way.

Knowit’s expertise within audio analysis could have been better uti-
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lized to find more efficient audio processing methods. The methods

for audio analysis were implemented with libraries in Python such as

Librosa. The libraries are not specifically created for boat audio anal-

ysis and creating new libraries that focus on boat sound characteris-

tics could improve the results. The time spent to implement different

methods could have been better utilized. As for now, a lot of time were

spent on learning about machine learning and audio processing. If this

knowledge had been present when the work started, more time could

have been spent on implementing and testing. Machine learning and

audio processing are broad subjects and the time of ten weeks can be

too short to go really into depth.

The tasks performed during each sprint consisted of information about

an audio processing method or machine learning technique. The task

had no details on how the method should be implemented. The work

could have been more effective if more time was spent planning how

the task should be carried out. If the tasks had beenmore detailed from

the beginning, maybe the work could have been conducted faster and

without delays for clarification.

7.3 Future work

The prototype presented in this thesis does support classification of dif-

ferent boat types based on their produced sound with 75% accuracy.

Additional tuning could be done to the existing model, such as train-

ing for independent class accuracy rather than overall accuracy. Also,

different audio processing methods, window sizes and feature calcu-

lation and more should be considered. The implementation of differ-

ent audio processing methods could be done by creating a new audio

processing library, with full control of the calculations. When the fea-

tures are extracted, there could be more focus on trying to distinguish
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the differences between boat classes. Also, adding more boat classes

and recording more boat motor sounds could be done. A change of

machine learning approach to a statistical method, or more advanced

deep learning method should also be considered.

The testing procedure could be improved in order tomake the tests less

time consuming. As for now, the different neural networks are manu-

ally inserted and adapted to each feature extraction and test case. Fi-

nally, this subject is interesting and has the potential to form the basis

of another bachelor thesis.
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A Seed numbers

The seednumbers usedduring the tests are: 26487,12480,12765,11547,13380.

B ConsideredConvolutional Neural Networks

This section presents considered configurations of the implemented

Convolutional Neural Networks.

Convolutional Neural Networks

5 different model configurations were tested before a final model was

selected. All tested implementations consists of 3 convolutional lay-

ers followed by 2 dense layers. How each layer is implemented in the

different models and how they performed in a k-fold test i described

below.

Model 1Model 1 uses the optimzier: AdaMax

• Layer 1 (input layer) – Convolutional layer with 24 filters with fil-

ter size 3x3 with Rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation func-

tion followed up by (2,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 48 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function followed up by

(2,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 48 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function.

• Layer 4 (hidden layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with ReLU

as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

• Layer 5 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%
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Model 2

Model 2 is identical to model 1 with one exception, it uses the Adam

optimizer instead of AdaMax

Model 3

Model 3 uses the AdaMax optimizer.

• Layer 1 (input layer) – Convolutional layer with 24 filters with fil-

ter size 3x3 with Rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation func-

tion followed up by (4,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 48 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function followed up by

(4,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 48 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function.

• Layer 4 (hidden layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with ReLU

as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

• Layer 5 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

Model 4

Model 3 uses the AdaMax optimizer.

• Layer 1 (input layer) – Convolutional layer with 32 filters with fil-

ter size 3x3 with Rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation func-

tion followed up by (4,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 64 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function followed up by

(4,2) strides maxpooling.
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• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 64 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function.

• Layer 4 (hidden layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with ReLU

as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

• Layer 5 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

Model 5

Model 3 uses the AdaMax optimizer.

• Layer 1 (input layer) – Convolutional layer with 32 filters with fil-

ter size 2x2 with Rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation func-

tion followed up by (2,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 2 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 64 filters with

filter size 2x2 with ReLU as activation function followed up by

(2,2) strides maxpooling.

• Layer 3 (hidden layer) – Convolutional layer with 64 filters with

filter size 3x3 with ReLU as activation function.

• Layer 4 (hidden layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with ReLU

as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

• Layer 5 (output layer) – Dense Layer with 64 neurons with Soft-

max as activation function and a dropout chance of 50%

K-fold results

The k-fold test, which compared different Convolutional Neural Net-

works configurations followed the test setup described section 6.1. The

seed number used is: 11547.
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K-fold test

Model Audio

processing

method

Accuracy

in the

categorie:

Outboard

motor

Accuracy

in the

categorie:

Inboard

motor

Accuracy

in the

categorie:

Larger

vessels

Overall ac-

curacy

1 2 57% 88% 84% 77%

2 2 26% 63% 74% 55%

3 2 49% 71% 81% 67%

4 2 53% 80% 82% 72%

5 2 50% 89% 82% 74%

Table B.1: k-fold test Results
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